
Lean Change Agent

What is it about



Lean Change Foundations
Lean Change Ecosystem

Lean Change is an approach to change inspired by Lean, Agile, Lean Startup and 

Organizational Development.

Its Ecosystem is a collection of elements that can be used to

• Create your own change framework

• Complement an existing framework

• Give modern impulses to each of the elements of a traditional change strategy



Lean Change Foundations
Lean Change Engine

When we start with change there’s much we don’t know yet.

We need to learn how people and the organization respond to the change.

Their responses affect the Status Quo we’re trying to change.

The Lean Change Engine is the core of our approach to change activity:

• We collect Insights – what we DO know, at this point in time.

• We define Options – everything we can think of as next action to take, based 

on the insights we have.

• We Prioritize the Options – To find the cost/value balance, visually!

Visualizing the Option priorities helps to:

• Identify Quick Wins, that may provide social proof that the change is good to 

people in doubt.

• Generate Alignment through Dialogue about the cost and added value of the 

actions we can take.

Your 
Change 

Challenge



Lean Change Foundations
The 5 Universals of Change

Over the past 8 years thousands of Change Agents worldwide have told us what they need to be successful in Change. Their 

feedback is summarized in 5 Universals that form the Lean Change Philosophy: a more humanistic, and modern approach to 

change that considers:

Cause & Purpose over Urgency for Change

Meaningful Dialogue over Broadcasting Communication

Experimentation over Executing Tasks in a Plan

Co-creation over Getting Buy-in

Be open to Responses to Change over Fighting Resistance



Lean Change Foundations
Modern Change Agents

Skill is important but there are certain intangible qualities that make 

change agents exceptional. Traditional change management has 

undervalued our own humanity in favor of tools, templates and shallow 

models. Exceptional change agents are well-rounded, focusing on the 

relentless pursuit of meaningful change.

The traits of exceptional change agents include 8 intangible qualities:

• Openness

• Congruence

• Agreeableness

• Grit

• Curiosity

• Social Intelligence

• Resourcefulness

• Genuine



Lean Change Practitioner
Storytelling Canvas

When we define the Cause & Purpose of Change we help people better understand why a 

change is needed and why now.

We use the Storytelling Canvas to create meaningful dialogue.

The three main components are:

• Respect the past – Don’t ‘blame’ the Status Quo. We got where we are doing what we did, so 

we did something good, because here we are…

• What is happening that makes what we used to do is not relevant anymore. Where do we 

see and feel the impacts?

• What is the actual thing we want to change. And what not…

Using this format, visualizing it, opening it up for dialogue helps to create better understanding 

and consequently more positive responses to change.



Lean Change Practitioner
YOUR Strategic/Team/Dynamic one page Canvas

Canvases are useful for several reasons:

• They promote transparency – nothing to hide, all we know, all we are doing is visible. This 

makes a Canvas a great means for communication and planning

• They promote dialogue – though we may start from a ‘template’, a canvas is not a ‘fill-in-

the-checkboxes’ tool. Depending on what the context of the change needs, the 

organizational norms are, the people worry about we customize a template or build a 

completely new one.

• They promote alignment – Between the Change Strategy (Canvas) and the Teams 

(Canvas) implementing the change. A Canvas is a living document. As we learn we adjust 

our canvas with new information and new actions to take. Working visually allows to be in 

sync with other teams and the strategy continuously.



Lean Change Practitioner
The Minimum Viable Change Process

We don’t work to implement a Minimum Viable Change. 

Lean Change is about defining the most lightweight change process that works for you in the 

current context (which may vary per change initiative), a Minimum Viable Change Process

In such process:

• The Lean Change Engine drives change forward through a continuous loop of exploration 

and action.

• Canvases ensure understanding of the change, transparency, co-creation and dialogue.

• We take decisions on what to pivot/pause/pursue based on what we learn form our 

activities and experiments



Lean Change Practitioner
The role of Experiments

When we start with change there’s much we don’t 

know yet.

We need to learn how people and the 

organization respond to the change.

We run experiments to learn.

Experiments are the last element of the Lean 

Change Engine.

At the beginning of a change initiative, we run 

more experiments, and take some actions.

As we learn, we get a better understanding of the 

change and how people and the organization is 

responding to it.

We then reduce the number of experiments and 

increase the number of actions.



Lean Change Practitioner
And if that doesn’t work….?

If our change gets stuck.

If we tried with actions, dialogue, experiments, being 

curious about people’s responses.

If we searched, researched, and tried to solve the 

issues.

And nothing changes…

Then we HACK the change.

Change (or Culture) hacking we apply to find those 

ideas and approaches to our change we hadn’t 

thought of till now.

It enables thinking in extremes to then bring it back 

to reality.

Ah… and normally generates a lot of fun! 



Lean Change Practitioner
Identifying the right time, motivation and ability for change

We believe people are what makes change happen and we, Change Agents, can only help 

people with that.

If we want change to be successful, we can:

• Increase people’s motivation by making it more attractive to participate

• Make it easier to participate and execute the change

• Help people to find the right moment for the change

When these three elements come together (the BJ Fogg model) change happens because:

• People CAN do it

• People WANT to do it

• People know WHEN to do it

Bonus Material
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